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About This Game

Coffee Shop Tycoon is a management game in which you take control of your own coffee shop. Will you thrive and become a
popular coffee shop or die trying? Everything lies in your hands.

The game is NOT another 'click and wait three hours for your employees to cook' kind of game you will have to take choices
constantly that will bring more costumers or make you lose money. We are building a game in which customization and

planning is as important as having fun.

Coffee Shop Tycoon features:

Brew your coffee

Create your own drinks

Hiring and Training Staff

Marketing Campaigns

Seasons and Trends

Several coffee shops with different styles

Build reputation with Gourmet beverages and special coffee beans

Choose your coffee shop logo and color

Buy furniture and decoration for your coffee shop

Add services to your coffee shop (Wifi, Rewards, and more)

Special Events

Resupply food and drinks

Manage your franchise from you Headquarters.
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Slightly less boring than call of duty!

Can't give it an A+ just for that but I will give it a big E for Effort
At least it's in the future.. TL;DR: slow paced but gradualy exciting anime like and interesting tower defense concept.

It's a interesting tower defense concept and it really gives that "Defend the Earth!" anime vibe. The first time a boss showed up I
got really excited, it almost makes me fell like I'm inside one of those giant robot against giant monster anime, but using a city
instead of a robot.

But, just like anime goes, there is as much talking as there is fighting. The beginning of the game is really slow with all the
characters introducing themselves. Also, after you get the hang of it the game becomes easy until you unlock new cities to play
with increased difficulty, but this is good for those who are slow learners, and also help build up tension for when you finally
unlock a stage where you begin to struggle and feel your blood pumping while trying to cope with the new enemies and new
attack patterns that catch you off guard.

The voice acting is also not that bad but can get tiring after a while considering you will be hearing the same dialog over and
over again while selecting options during the development stage of the city, but it is not much bad considering you will be
constantly swaping squad members and only the currently active members talk to you during city planning, so you can simply
swap that annoying girl with other member when can't handle hear her voice anymore.

And to finish, I played for around 9 hours and it seens I'm still around half way along the story since there are still a good
amount of new enemies to see and new weapons and upgrades to unlock.. Fun little game for testing your reactions and aim.
Liking the cartoony feel to it, would benefit from a few more scenes but I'm sure the Dev is working on that. Looking forward
to multiplayer & testing my reactions against real people.

Suggestions:

 The ruffians rag doll physics could do with some attention. Sometimes they act like they're a balloon and the air has
been released. Although this did provide some comedy moments for me :-D

 Ambient sound is almost like being in silence, could do with either some low western style music in the background, or
more ambient sounds. Also could hear the ambient soundtrack stop and start with a gap in between, should loop
seamlessly.

 Instead of the eagle noise being the start of the round when shooting the ruffians, maybe the ruffians could shout
"DRAW!" Obviously the depth of the sound would need to be accurate.

 When using the pointer whilst holding the gun, it would be handy if the gun didn't fire, would have saved me
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accidentally quitting the game >.<

 The scrolling is super sensitive when using the pointer, was hard to scroll through and find my name on the leader
board. Would be good if the leader board had the number for your position next to the name as well.

 Not sure if allowing people to spam reload whilst shooting was intentional or not, seems too much like cheating to me.

Here's a video I did showing an overview of the game:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Md5kvl8PN7s

Looking forward to more updates :-D. An absolutely TIMELESS classic that is still memorable to this very day. The
remake of this gem is looking fantastic thus far (Due to my PC not being back at 100%, it's causing small bits of "lag"
which REALLY annoy me as they make the "after book shelf" part <being vague to avoid spoilers to those who are new
to the story, the rest should know the part i'm referring to fully well.>, thus not having the title run fluidly as it would
back when my PC was MUCh more stable back in 2016, ah well, guess i'll have to wait until my PC is back at 100% to
get the True Full Ending <The extra "self insight" that is given when one doesn't save ONCE, with the exception of the
Hall of Illusions where, as long as one doesn't read the note before it, they can save ONLY in that hall, thus making the
True Full Ending much more doable.>, ah well. ) and i'm reloving it once more. <3 The scares for first-timers will hit
home BIG TIME, just as it did for me all those years ago. ^^

Definitely a 10/10, though I think we can all agree that said True Ending could've been expanded upon, but I suppose
that's what fics are for, so no worries there. :>. This is a good game so far I like it from what little time I played on it and
plan on playing more. I got this game for free, so I can't leave negative review.
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Needs better sound, some music and a scoreboard.
Gameplay is sort of fun and I could see it being rad multiplayer.
Priced about right for what it is, but definitely needs some work.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=diqyW9rU4GQ. Not good. There are some pretty major bugs for such a simple game.
The design, music, and aesthetics are very basic and borderline painful.. My experience of the game: Overall, quite positive,
[EDIT] with the caveat that I found after an update that a mechanic of "world" 3 is now broken, stalling any further progression,
and I'm currently waiting for a fix.  The reverse gravity blocks introduced on World 3 currently fall downward for me like any
other block, making that level completely impassable.  Not flipping my review as long as it gets fixed, post-update bugs happen.

--------------------------------------------

I missed the significance of the triangular targets in the video above, so I wasn't sure what the objective was until I played the
game. (The description as of posting this isn't exactly helpful in that regard.) Thank the existence of refund policies and the
under $1 price for the fact I tried it anyhow.

Gameplay: Slice the colored blocks in a way that causes matching-colored pieces to pass through all of the target triangles in the
level. There are some physics involved, which makes the order and timing of slices matter, but (so far, at least, I haven't finished
all the levels) there are no time constraints other than "will anything still be in a position to fall through a particular triangle after
I do this". I like that.

Sliced pieces of blocks fall, swing, affect/are affected by other loose pieces, and slide. The "swing" aspect seems specific to
certain block types under certain impetus (avoiding spoilers). Again, that's so far as I've played through. The game is made more
forgiving by the fact that swinging arcs, once started, don't seem to decay over time, which I like. [Edit: I'm seeing momentum
decay now, after starting over. Not sure if it starts on a certain level, or if I just didn't notice it until I paused in the middle of
doing a puzzle and gave it time to happen.]

Controls: Simple, mouse-based. Slice blocks by holding left mouse and moving the cursor through the block, reset the current
level with right click.

Note: Slicing hastily sometimes caused the game to draw the red line as I intended, but not actually create the cut. Not game-
ruining, but did annoy me a little until I adjusted. Draw your own conclusions.

Sound: Background music is shamisen(?) music. Slices make sound effects of shamisen notes. Rather peaceful. The sound
control ingame is a simple on/off toggle for the background music.

Color scheme: Easy on my eyes, but there's only the default option, if you're wondering.

 I'd recommend trying Slice, I found it relaxing.

[Edit to correct something that was an issue on my end.]
[Further edited below...]

UPDATE May 19 2018: Today's game patch wiped all progress except for achievements. Even my music setting had reset, it's
like I'd loaded the game for the very first time. Noting it here but not changing my rating... Yet... in hopes progress can be
restored. I'll keep an eye on it for now and see how this works out.

UPDATE May 26, 2018: Mystery unsolved thus far, but the dev response has been respectable and they've been willing to go
the extra mile to sort the matter out and restore lost progress.

Having had Steam Cloud saves turned off for reasons may have made this a worst case scenario (this is my theory, at least),
since there was no Steam-side backup and I hadn't made a user-end backup yet. Having had a backup wouldn't've made it OK
for the game to lose my progress, but I'll own my part in the worst case scenario aspect of things.
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I enjoy Slice enough that I'm going to meet halfway here and give this one a "new game gremlins" pass as long as it doesn't
repeat itself.. Well worth the download. No replayability and limited use a demo for VR, but still a good use of time.. Tight,
simplified sci-fi FPS. By simple, I mean there is no sprint, crouch, jump. You can move, aim and shoot, and use four different
weapons that you collect. It's pretty basic. There are not a lot of enemies or environments.

Clearly the developers were very focused, because the gameplay is quite nice. Although the levels can be a bit disorienting, there
is a 3d arrow pointing the way to the next objective. There is definitely a lot of neon and music to match.

I'll recommend it only to people who are looking for a very simple and short game with competent gameplay very reminiscent of
late '90's, early 00's gaming. There is also LAN and online multiplayer, but I didn't try that.. It seemed a great Tetris game, but
far worse than it.
The game can only deliberately cheat with every effort it can.

When you have a red chain, it garbage you with anything but red.
and the wedge connection thing is the worst part of the disgusting game.

In order to NOT make the game too easy, this♥♥♥♥♥♥is ready to ruin the game.
Whether you play smooth or not, something these♥♥♥♥♥♥pop up and make the tower became a rubbish.

The AI is shameless (not Hard, but shameless) that the game is utterly destroyed.

A game with ♥♥♥♥♥♥ AI and plain game play.

RNG is not all bad, but most time RNG is the poison of every thing when it combined with unforgivable game mech.
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